
 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

READING :For questions ( 1-12 ) Read the following text carefully, and then 

choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D to complete the sentence below each 

text. 

1)Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it does more than that – 

it connects objects, too. These days, computers often communicate with each other; for 

example, your TV automatically downloads your favourite TV show, or your ‘sat nav’ 

system tells you where you are. This is known as the ‘Internet of Things’, and there is 

a lot more to come. 

-The "Internet of Things" means -----------------. 

a)the connections between different people  

b) the connections between different computers 

c) the connections between different sat nav systems 

d) the connections between different televisions  

          

2)However, complementary medicine cannot be used for all medical treatments. It can 

never substitute for immunizations as it will not produce the antibodies needed to 

protect against childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect against malaria. 

One doctor said, "I will always turn to conventional medical treatment first to ensure 

that no underlying condition is missed.  

-The medical condition that  can't  be treated  by complementary medicine is ----. 

a)arthritis                    b) malaria                   c) allergies           d) insomnia  

 

3)A new cancer drug is being trialled in Plymouth, UK, which doctors hope will 

extend the lives of cancer patients and reduce their symptoms overnight. It is taken as 

a single pill every morning, and so far patients have shown none of the usual side 

effects such as the sickness and hair loss that are experienced when undergoing other 

forms of cancer treatment.  

-The two side effects which appear when patients undergo the usual cancer 

treatment are -------------. 
a) dementia and  sickness                                           b)  injuries and hair loss 

c) dementia and  a stroke                                           d) sickness and hair loss   

                         

4)Students follow a tailor-made curriculum at the school, including subjects such as 

Astronomy and Astrophysics. Lessons are a mixture of small-class tutorials, with 

projects supervised by leading companies in both the space and technology industries.  

Prominent scientists and engineers are brought in as guest lecturers. 

-The two special subjects offered by space schools are -------------. 
a)Maths and Science                                          b)Science and Technology 

c)Astronomy and Astrophysics                           d)Science  and Astronomy 

 



 

5)Do you know whether it’s best to get up early, or to revise late at night? 

The earlier you start in the morning, the more beneficial your revision will be, because 

that’s when you feel most awake and your memory is at its best. I’d also recommend 

studying for 30-minute periods, and then taking a break. It’s been proved that 

concentration starts to decrease after half an hour, so frequent breaks will help the 

brain to recover and concentration to return. 

-The thing that will help the brain to recover and concentration to return is 
a) revising late at night                                  b) revising early in the morning  

c) frequent breaks                                         d) physical activity 

 

6)Can you tell us about your last meeting in China? 

Of course! I arrived on time. You must not arrive late, as this shows disrespect. Then, 

when I met the company director, I shook hands with him gently. I began the meeting 

by making small talk about my interesting experiences in China. During the meeting, I 

made sure that my voice and body language were calm and controlled. I never told a 

joke, as this may not be translated correctly or could cause offence.' 

-Mr. Ghanem never told a joke during the last meeting in china  because -----. 

a)this may show respect                               b) this could cause offence 

c)this may be translated correctly                  d) this may show sadness         

7)Now let’s look at imports. Unlike some other countries in the Middle East, Jordan 

does  not have large oil or gas reserves. For that reason, Jordan has to import oil and 

gas for its energy needs. Its other main imports are cars, medicines and wheat. In 2013 

CE, 23.6% of Jordan’s imports were from Saudi Arabia. This was followed by the EU, 

with 17.6% of its imports. Other imports have come from China and the United States. 

-Jordan's imports come from ------------------.                       

a) Saudi Arabia ,EU, China and the USA             b)Saudi Arabia and Iraq and the USA  

c) Iraq and India , EU and Morocco                  d)EU, India , Egypt and Malaysia   

  

8)Keep your presentation short and simple. Start with some friendly comments. For 

example, thank your hosts for allowing you to speak to them, and compliment their 

company. Remember to speak slowly and clearly. It is important to appear confident 

(even if you’re nervous!) 

-The underlined word ( them) in the text refers to -------------. 

a) comments                   b) hosts                   c) presentation        d) questions  

 

9)In 1971 CE, the floppy disk was invented, which meant that information could be 

shared between computers. The first PC (personal computer) was produced in 1974 

CE, so people could buy computers to use at home. In 1983 CE, people could buy a 

laptop for the first time. Then, in 1990 CE, the British scientist Tim Berners-Lee 

developed the World Wide Web. 

-The purpose of inventing the floppy disk was to ------------- 

a) research information                           b) share information between computers 

d) show photos in front of the class         d) to send information to anyone you want 

 



 

10)Then, in a study that had followed more than 6,000 men and women aged 25 to 74 

for 20 years, researchers found that positivity reduced the risk of heart disease. Other 

factors influencing health included a supportive network of family and friends, and an 

optimistic outlook on life .The research showed that children who were more able to 

stay focused on a task, and who had a more positive attitude to life at age seven, were 

usually in better health 30 years later 

-The factor that was found to reduce the risk of heart disease is ----------------. 

a)positivity                    b) negativity           c) anger                 d) smoking  

 

11)Many cancer patients live far away from Amman, where the KHCC is located, and 

the journey to and from the hospital is often difficult. For this reason, there are plans 

to extend cancer care facilities to other parts of Jordan. In the near future, King 

Abdullah University Hospital in Irbid hopes to set up radiotherapy machines, so that 

cancer patients from northern Jordan will not have to go to Amman for radiotherapy 

treatment 

-The disadvantage of the KHCC for patients who live far from Amman is --- 

a) the journey to and from the hospital is often difficult. 

b) the lack  of radiotherapy machines. 

c) the cancer patients  who live in Irbid are old  

d) the journey to and from the hospital is often expensive  

 

12)In England, almost 50% of school leavers go on to higher education. The figure has 

not always been as high as this. Twenty years ago, it was closer to 30%, and thirty 

years before that, it was only about 5%. Another huge change has been financial. 

Before 1998 CE, higher education in the UK was completely free for UK citizens. 

Since then, tuition fees have been introduced. Most students borrow this money from 

the government. 

-The sentence which explains how students are able to afford to leave home is ----- 

a)most students borrow this money from the government 

b)instead, they pay it back slowly out of future earnings                

c)since then, tuition fees have been introduced 

d) In England, almost 50% of school leavers go on to higher education. 

 

VOCABULARY: For questions ( 13 – 25 ) , choose the correct answer from A,B,C, 

or D to complete each of the following sentences. 

13)I need to make a few ----------- before I  decided how much to spend. 

a)programs               b) models             c)calculations            d) inventions 

14)Thousands of people fall victims to electronic ------------ each year. 

a) identity fraud        b) programs         c) email exchanges      d) privacy settings   

15)Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is a white elephant . 

-The underlined color idiom in the sentences above means ----------.  

a)permission              b) unexpectedly         c)  useless possession    d)  angry 

16)Headaches and colds are common -------------, especially in winter. 

a) allergies                    b) immunizations            c) antibodies    d) ailments 



 

17)You can wear your watch when you go swimming if it's -------------. 

a) tiny                         b) artificial                   c) waterproof        d)cancerous  

18)My grandfather has to take a lot of medicine –he takes six different ------ every day. 

a) symptoms                b) pills                   c) medical trials    d) antibodies  

19)We learn about shapes, lines and angels when we study ------------------- 

a) geometry               b) arithmetic          c) philosophy       d) chemistry          

20)My friend has ------------in his fingers , so he sometimes finds it difficult to write. 

a- arthritis                  b- malaria                  c- migraine               d- ailment  

21)By working hard, you will ------------ the respect of your boss. 

a- cause                       b- shake                      c- join                      d- earn 

22)My father bought our house with an ------------- from his grandfather. 

a- inheritance                b- inherit              c- inherited         d- inheriting  

23)Before you apply for the job, check that you have the correct ---------------. 

a-qualification                 b- qualify                     c- qualified       d- qualifying  

24)The hospital  must --------- itself to improving healthcare services. 

a-commit                       b-committed           c-commitment      d-committing  

25)A number of patients have been -------- treated with the new drug. 

a) succeed                         b- successfully             c- success      d- successful 

GRAMMAR : For questions ( 26 – 44 ), choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D.  

26)My parents always --------- me how to bounce back after a setback. 

a)teach            b- was being taught    c- would teach       d-   are taught  

27)At least, two of my books ----------- into French every year. 

a-had translated      b- has been translated  c-  will be translated  d- are translated 

28)By the time the bus arrived  we ------------ for an hour . 

a) have been waiting        b) are waiting    c) had been waiting        d) wait  

29)This time next month, my parents -------------married for twenty years. 

a) have been                           b) will have been       c) has been         d)  will be    

30)What will you ---------- in ten years' time? 

a-have done                           b- do                c- be doing                 d- be done 

31)This evening, the committee members ---------the latest critical issues 

a) will discuss             b) was going to discuss   c) discusses ,      d) are going to discus 

32)"I was typing the final report."  

-The correct reported speech of the sentence above is :                                                                                                            

a-Salwa said that she is typing the final report. 

b-Salwa said that she was typing the final report.                       

c-Salwa said that she had been typing the final report. 

d-Salwa said that she has been typing the final report. 

33)I think you should study Biology. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

a-If I were you , I would study Biology          b-If I were you , I wouldn't study Biology          

c- If I were you , I should study Biology      d- If I were you , I will study Biology  

 



 

              

34)It is normal for my friend to drive a fast car. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

a-My friend isn't used to driving a fast car.    b- My friend didn't use to drive a fast car.       

c- My friend is used to driving a fast car.       d-My friend used to drive a fast car. 

35)Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in  a laboratory in Iraq. 

-The country------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 a)where Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in  a laboratory was in Iraq. 

 b)which Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in  a laboratory was in Iraq. 

 c)where Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in  a laboratory was Iraq. 

 d)where was Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in  a laboratory in Iraq. 

36)Walking isn't as strenuous as running. This means ----------- 

a)Walking is less strenuous than running    b)Walking is more strenuous than running 

c)Walking is the most strenuous.               d)Walking is as strenuous as running  

37)Did he tell the children where to put the keys? 

–The correct indirect question of the one above is : 

a) Could you tell me If  he tells the children where to put the keys? 

b) Could you tell me If  he tell the children where to put the keys? 

c) Could you tell me If  he told the children where to put the keys? 

d) Could you tell me If  told he the children where to put the keys? 

38)Experts have proved that exercise improves blood circulation 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

a-Exercise has been proved to improves blood circulation 

b- Exercise was proved to improve blood circulation 

c- Exercise has been proved to improve blood circulation 

d- Exercise hasn't been proved to improve blood circulation 

39)Marwan didn't consult his father , so he felt sorry. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

a- Marwan wishes he had consulted his father . 

b- Marwan wishes he has consulted his father. 

c- Marwan wishes he hadn't consulted his father 

d- Marwan wishes he  didn't consult  his father.  

40)Do you like the decoration of our house? We had it ---------by a skilful worker .  

a-design                   b-designed                 c-designing        d- had designed   

41)My cousin has lived in Lebanon for a year .He says he ---------- there now 

a-is used to living       b-used to live            c-am used to living      d-use to live  

42)Fish is said ----------- good for the brain 

a-being                      b-to be                       c-been             d- be 

43)The subject ---------- I hate most is computer science. 

a-who                           b-whom                 c-which                      d-where  

44)It was too hot to go to the beach yesterday. If only it ----------cooler. 

a-  has been          b- had been                c- was                d-hadn't been  

 



 

 

WRITING :For questions ( 45 – 50 ) choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D. 

45)------------ the recent advances in technology ------ it is still unreliable and 

inconvenient. 

 a)Therefore / ,                                                          b)Despite    / . 

 c) Therefore / .                                                        d) Despite  / ,  

46)Our school / to build / raise  / a new library / hopes to / enough money / . 

-The sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is: 

a)Our school to raise enough money hopes to build a new library. 

b)Our school enough money to raise hopes to build a new library. 

c)Our school to build a new library  raise  hopes to enough money. 

d)Our school hopes to raise enough money to build a new library. 

47)What --------- me most about students in Jordan is their behaviour and their attitude 

to studying------- 

a) imbressed  /  .                                                       b) imbressed   /  ? 

c) impressed /  ?                                                        d) impressed  /  . 

48)A lucky --------- of Jordanian students live in property that their parents have bought 

for them. 

a) minurity                      b)mainority          c)minorety                  d)minority  

49)When you talk about business and try to do a deal , you ---------------- 

a)negotaite               b- negotiaet              c- negutiate                d- negotiate               

50)The correct punctuated sentence is : 

a)Next month , we will have lived in this house for a year. Let's celebrate. 

b)Next month ! we will have lived in this house for a year. Let's celebrate. 

c)Next month . we will have lived in this house for a year, Let's celebrate! 

d)Next month ;we will have lived in this house for a year: Let's celebrate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

1) B 

2) B 

3) D 

4) C 

5) C 

6) B 

7) A 

8) B 

9) B 

10) A 

11) A 

12) A 

13) C 

14) A 

15) C 

16) D 

17) C 

18) B 

19) A 

20) A 

21) D 

22) A 

23) A 

24) A 

25) B 

26) A 

27) D 

28) C 

29) B 

30) C 

31) D 

32) C 

33) A 

34) C 

35) C 

36) A 

37) C 

38) C 

39) A 

40) B 

41)A 

42)B 

43)C 

44)B 

45)D 

46)D 

47)D 

48)D 

49)D 

50)A 

 



 

2نموذج   

 

Hani Gazaz 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Read the following texts carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer 

all the questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the article.  

 

1) In the 1940s, technology had develop enough for inventors to make the first generation 

of modern computers. One such model was so large that it needed a room that was 167 

square metres to accommodate it. During that decade, scientists in England developed 

the first computer program. It took 25 minutes to complete one calculation.  

-The sentence which shows that the first modern computers were very large is ---. 

a)One such model was so large that it needed a room that was 167 square metres to 

accommodate it 

b)During that decade, scientists in England developed the first computer program. 

c)It took 25 minutes to complete one calculation 

d)It took 25 minutes to complete one calculation                             Hani Gazaz   

 

2) As a consequence, computers will increasingly run our lives for us. For example, your 

fridge will know when you need more milk and add it to your online shopping list; 

your windows will close if it is likely to rain; your watch will record your heart rate 

and email your doctor; and your sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get 

some exercise. 

-The object that will help people to keep fit is the ---------------. 

a)    doctor                    b) fridge                    c)window             d) sofa                          

 

3) It is normal to feel a bit blue from time to time. However, studies show that negative 

emotions can harm the body  .Anger can also have harmful effects on health. When 

you see red, your blood pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches, sleep 

problems and digestive problems. However, what about positive feelings and 

attitudes? Until recently, scientists  

-The feeling  that the underlined idiom in the text refers to is -------------. 

a) anger                b) sadness                   c) happiness                  d) anxiety 

 

4) The Sheikh has taken a special interest in the boy, and hopes the tour that he is 

sponsoring for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-confidence and inspire 

other young Emirati inventors. Adeeb got the idea for a special kind of prosthetic leg 

while he was at the beach with his family. His father, who wears an artificial leg, 

could not swim in the sea as he could not risk getting his leg wet. This inspired 

Adeeb to invent a waterproof prosthetic leg.  

-Sheikh Hamdan offered Adeeb the gift of a world tour to -----------------. 

a)give him more self-confidence and encourage other young inventors from the UAE 

b)help him travel to France and give him more self-confidence 



 

c)help him attend a course on prosthetics and aspire other young inventors  

d)enable him invent a heart monitor and help him travel to France 

 

5) The new hand, which was developed by Swiss and Italian scientists, was a huge 

improvement .With it, Sorensen could not only pick up and manipulate objects, but 

he could also feel them. ‘When I held an object, I could feel if it was soft or hard, 

round or square,’ he explained. He said that the sensations were almost the same as 

the ones he felt with his other hand. 

-The new invented hand was invented by -----------. 

a)British and Swiss scientists                            b) German and Italian scientists 

c) Swiss and Italian scientists                            d) Italian and German scientists 

 

6) The Arab world has many famous chemists in its history, but the person who is 

known as the founder of chemistry is probably Jabir ibn Hayyan. He is most well 

known for the beginning of the production of sulphuric acid. He also built a set of 

scales which changed the way in which chemists weighed items in a laboratory: his 

scales could weigh items over 6,000 times smaller than a kilogram. 

-Jabir ibn Hayyan is most famous for the -------------------. 

a)foundation of chemistry                  b) beginning of the production of sulphuric acid 

c) establishment of a set of scales     d) the way in which chemists weighed items 

 

7) Megaprojects are extremely large investment projects, which are designed to 

encourage economic growth and bring new benefits to cities. Although megaprojects 

vary in terms of size and  cost, they are all, by definition, expensive, public projects 

that attract a high level of interest and media coverage.  

-The two benefits of creating megaprojects are -----------------. 

a)encouraging economic growth and bringing new benefits to cities 

b)reducing pollution and preventing the environment 

c)finding solutions to the world’s energy problems and recycling industrial waste 

d)bringing new benefits to cities  and operate as public transport vehicles 

 

8) What impressed me most about students in Jordan was their behaviour and their 

attitude to studying. All the students who I met appreciated the importance of their 

university education and the opportunities it would give them to contribute to their 

country’s prosperity. They also showed extremely positive values. Everybody was 

honest and people discussed problems rather than getting angry if they disagreed with 

each other.    

-What impressed Anita about her fellow students at the University are --------. 

a) their money and clothes                b) their behaviour and their attitude to studying 

c) their hospitality and culture           d) their positive feelings and honesty 

 

 

 

Hani Gazaz 

 

 



 

9) When did you learn how to be successful in China? 

Mr. Ghanem :'I joined a larger company and they sent me on a cultural awareness 

course. On my next   visit  China, it felt as if I hadn't anything on my first visit!' 

What advice can you give to people wanting to do business in China? 

'Before I visit a company, I send recommendations from previous clients. I also send 

my business card with my job position and qualifications translated into Chinese.' 

-What made Mr. Ghanem to be successful on his second trip to china was ------. 

a)joining a large company and attending a course on cultural a awareness. 

b) sending recommendations and joining a computer company  

c)translating his qualifications into Chinese and sending his business card. 

d) advising businessmen and learning Chinese language 

 

10) According to a study carried out by Pennsylvania State University, USA, 

multilingual people are able to switch between two systems of speech, writing, and 

structure quite easily. It has been proved that they are also able to switch easily 

between completely different tasks. One experiment required participants to operate a 

driving simulator while carrying out separate tasks at the same time. 

-The underlined word ( they ) in the text refers to ---------------- . 

a)systems of speech     b) different tasks     c) participants    d) multilingual people 

 

11) The three universities with the most undergraduates are the University of Jordan in 

Amman, Yarmouk University in Irbid and Al Balqa Applied University in Salt. These 

are all public universities. An example of a newer university is the German-Jordanian 

University in Amman, which was set up in 2005 CE. It is a collaboration between the 

MOHE and Germany’s Federal Ministry of Education and Research, and it follows 

Germany’s model of education in Applied Sciences. 

-The three public universities in Jordan stated by the text are ------------.  

a)Al-Hussein University , University of Jordan and Yarmouk University 

b)Al Balqa Applied University , University of Jordan and Yarmouk University 

c)University of Jordan , Yarmouk University and Zarqa University 

d)Al Balqa Applied , University of Jordan and Al-Hussein University  

             

12) One doctor said, "I now consider homoeopathy to be a viable option for many 

different conditions, including anxiety, depression and certain allergies. It provides 

another option when conventional medicine does not address the problem adequately. 

However, complementary medicine cannot be used for all medical treatments. It can 

never substitute for immunizations as it will not produce the antibodies needed to 

protect against childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect against malaria 

-The certain medical conditions that may possibly be treated using 

complementary medicine are ----------. 

a) immunisation ,malaria and depression    b) anxiety, immunisation and allergies 

c) colds, allergies and malaria                    d) anxiety, depression and certain allergies 

 

 



 

VOCABULARY: For questions ( 13 – 25 ) , choose the correct answer from A,B,C, 

or D to complete each of the following sentences. 

13) Most sites have ------------- so that only certain people can look at your site. 

a) privacy settings            b) filters           c) floppy disks             d) calculations  

14- Mobile phones used to be huge. Early -----------were as big as bricks. 

a) calculations                 b) models               c) programs             d) security settings 

15- After Ali's accident, he lay in an unconscious state  for two weeks. 

- The underlined phrase in the above sentence means --------------. 

a)  a drug                            b) a coma                c) apparatus       d) a stroke  

16- Another way of saying that something could be successful is to say it is --------. 

a) scepticl                     b) conventional        c) alien               d) viable                   

17- Ramzi is very good with numbers and calculations. He always scores high in ------- 

a) physics                   b) medicine                  c) arithmetic             d) geometry  

18- Language ----------is important for anyone who wants to travel or work 

a)prospects              b)linguistics                     d) fees         d) proficiency  

19- Adnan never forgets anything! He has got an amazing -------------. 

a) concentration        b) circulation      c) memory       d) dehydration    

20- When you talk about business and try to do a deal , you ------------. 

a-prepare              b- join               c- qualify                            d- negotiate                                                                                              

21- If you work hard , I am sure you will ------------------ 

a-success              b- successful                 c-successfully            d- succeed 

22- In hot weather our bodies are in danger of ----------------- 

a- dehydrated                 b- dehydration             c- dehydrate      d- dehydrating 

23- We should always be ready to listen to good ------------ 

a-advise                              b-advised                  c-advice         d-advising   

24- The Middle East is famous for the ---------------of olives. 

a-production               b- produce               c- productive             d- produced 

25- Don't talk to the driver. He must -----------------. 

concentration         b- concentrated                  c- concentrate   d- concentrating 

GRAMMAR : For questions ( 26 – 44 ), choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D.  

26- The newly- appointed teachers ----------- teaching on the 19th of August. 

a-starts               b-will be started      c- start        d-are started   

27- Marwan ------------ what he has learnt to students of a similar age right now. 

a- is emailing            b-is being emailed        c- have been emailing       d-emails  

28- Many guests ------------- by Marwan last night. 

a-were invited            b-is invited       c- invited         d-are invited  

29- Before Huda went to the library ,she --------- her mother to prepare lunch. 

a)  helps                            b) has helped           c) had helped              d) will help  

30- My friend ----------- at the factory for seven years when he got a promotion. 

a) is working     b) has been working        c) had been working       d) will be working 

  

31- Don't phone me at seven. I --------------- dinner with my family. 

a-will have         b-was having      c- will be having     d-have  

32- The books that you ordered -------- by the end of the week . 



 

a- will not have arrived   b)will not arrive     c)is not arrived     d)wouldn't arrive  

33- "The woman gave me an interesting book. 

-The correct reported speech of the sentence above is :                                                  
a)Faisal told me that the woman has given him an interesting book. 

b) Faisal told me that the woman had given him an interesting book. 

c)Faisal told me that the woman is given him an interesting book. 

d)Faisal told me that the woman was giving  him an interesting book. 

34- Mohammad checked his emails , and then he started work. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
a)Before Mohammad had checked his emails , he started work  

b)Before Mohammad has checked his emails , he started work  

c) Before Mohammad has started work , he checked his emails .  

 d) Before Mohammad started work , he had checked his emails .  

35- It is normal for my grandfather to work hard. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

a-My father isn't used to working hard.                  b-My father didn't use to work hard. 

c-My father is used to working hard                      d-My father used to work hard 

36- I like Geography most of all.  

-The subject ------------------------------ 

a)which I like most of all was Geography. 

b-which I like most of all is Geography.  

c- which  like I most of all is Geography  

d- when  like I most of all is Geography 

37- Salwa isn't as creative as Tahany. This means ----------- 

a-Salwa is less creative than Tahany                     b-Salwa is the least creative 

c-Salwa is more creative than Tahany                   d-Salwa is as creative as Tahany 

38- Do you know  ----------------------------------------? 

a-What I should do on the day before the exam 

b-What I do  should on the day before the exam 

c- What  should  do I on the day before the exam 

d- should I what  do on the day before the exam 

39- Experts have proved that learning foreign languages is good for the brain. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

a-learning foreign languages are proved to  be good for the brain. 

b-learning foreign languages have been proved to  be good for the brain. 

c-learning foreign languages is proved to  be good for the brain. 

d-learning foreign languages has been proved to be good for the brain. 

40- Are you ------------ in Jordan yet? You have only been here for two months 

a- use to live      b- used to live       c- used to living    d-  use to living  

41- My sister doesn't eat as much as I do .She always puts -------- on her plate than I do. 

a)less                      b) least                     c) many               d)  most  

42- Qasr Bashir is an extremely well- preserved Roman castle --------- is situated in the 

Jordanian desert. 

a) which                      b)where         c)who        d)  when  



 

43- We practise  our English  as ------  possible. 

a)often                        b)often than             c)often as          d)many  

44- We didn't get up earlier and now we are late .If only we ----------earlier 

a-  has been          b- had been                c- was                d-hadn't been  

WRITING :For questions ( 45 – 50 ) choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D. 

 

45- In 1971, the ------------ was invented ------- which meant that information could be 

shred between computers. 

a) flobby disk   /  ;                                                    b) flubby disk   / . 

c) floppy disk  / ,                                                      d) fluppy disk  / ! 

46- We / the green / our project / to go / light / have / with / a head / !/ got 

-The sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is: 

a)We have got the green light to go a head with our project! 

b)We have go the green light to got a head with our project! 

c)We have got the light green to a head go with our project! 

d)We got the green light to have go a head with our project! 

47- The Olympic games often --------- young people to take up a sport. 

a) enspire                   b)inspaire           c) insbire                d) inspire  

48- Although his name is not widely used ------ Ibn Bassal's --------to the world has 

been great. 

a) !   / legacy                                                     b)  ,   / legacy 

c) ,  /   legasy                                                    d) ;   /  ligacy  

49- When each side changes their position a little so that they can agree, they have managed 

to ---------. 

a) compromaise           b- compramaise             c- cumpromise       d- compromise  

50- The study has indicated two ------------- viewpoints. 

a- contradectory        b- contradictory           c)contradictury          d)contraductory      
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46)a 
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_____________________________________________________________________ 

READING :For questions ( 1-12 ) Read the following text carefully, and then 

choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D to complete the sentence below each 

text. 

1) What will happen in the future? You can already buy watches which can do the same 

as mobile phones. Scientists have also developed glasses that are capable of doing 

even more than this. Life in the future is going to see further changes in computer 

technology. It is likely that all aspects of everyday life will rely on a computer 

program, from how we travel to how our homes are heated. 

-The two aspects of everyday life that will depend on technology in the future are  
a)how we travel and  how our homes are heated    

b)how we develop glasses and how we travel 

c)how we wear our watches  and how our glasses  are  developed 

d)how our homes are heated and how our watches are developed . 

 

2) When you are using a computer, think about the technology that is needed for it to 

work. People have been using types of computers for thousands of years. A metal 

machine was found on the seabed in Greece that was more than 2,000 years old. It is 

believed that this was the first ever computer. In the 1940s, technology had develop 

enough for inventors to make the first generation of modern computers.  

-The underlined word ( this ) refers to --------- 

a)technology              b) a metal machine            c generation              d seabed  

 

3) The new treatment works by blocking a protein which causes cancerous cells to grow. 

It will improve patients’ life expectancy and quality of life much more quickly than 

any other treatment. The patients were interviewed a year after starting the treatment 

and are fit and well, saying that they are definitely going to continue the trial. They 

have every reason to believe the new drug is going to work. Doctors at Plymouth 

Hospital hope that it will help patients from all over the world.  

-The sentence which explains how the new cancer drug works is ----------- 

a)Doctors at Plymouth Hospital hope that it will help patients from all over the world.  

b)The new treatment works by blocking a protein which causes cancerous cells to 

grow 

c)It will improve patients’ life expectancy and quality of life much more quickly than 

any other treatment 

 d)The patients were interviewed a year after starting the treatment and are fit and well 

 

 

 



 

 

4) The influence of Ibn Bassal’s book was enormous. As farmers down the generations 

followed his instructions and advice, the land became wonderfully fertile and produced 

more than enough food for the fast-growing population. The irrigation systems that he 

and his followers put in place are still in evidence in Spain. Although his name is not 

widely known, Ibn Bassal’s legacy to the world has been great. 

-The word which means (what someone leaves to the world after their death   ) in 

the text is ------------- 
a)legacy                   b)advice                c) population                 d)influence  

 

5) In the mornings, after breakfast, one or more of our trained and experienced teachers 

will arrive, and you will have three hours of intensive tuition. Then, after enjoying 

lunch together around the table, you’ll visit local places of interest, go shopping, take 

part in sports, etc. In the evenings, there will be a choice of cultural activities, for 

example the theatre or a concert, or you may prefer to relax at home and chat (in 

English, naturally!). Whatever you do, your teachers will be with you, acting as guides, 

tutors and friends.  

-In the evenings, students at Extreme English can -----------. 
a)visit local places of interest, go shopping 

b)take part in sports  and enjoy lunch together 

c)go to  theatre , a concert or chat in English 

d)chat in English and visit local places 

 

6) At a surgery in London, 70 per cent of patients who were offered the choice between a 

herbal or a conventional medicine for common complaints such as insomnia, arthritis 

and migraines chose the herbal remedy. Fifty per cent of patients then said that the 

treatment helped. One doctor said, "I now consider homoeopathy to be a viable option 

for many different conditions, including anxiety, depression and certain allergies. It 

provides another option when conventional medicine does not address the problem 

adequately. 

-At the surgery mentioned in the text , the majority of patients found that the 

herbal remedy was ---------- 
a) useless                  b) useful               c) expensive                  d) dangerous  

 

7) Health experts have been warning about this trend for years, and their advice is clear. 

Adults should aim to exercise for at least two and a half hours every week; for children 

and teenagers the target should be at least an hour a day. This might not sound very 

much. However, recent research shows that less than 50% of the British population 

manages this.  School children are less physically active than they used to be. Girls in 

particular often dislike PE 

-The minimum amount of exercise recommended for teenagers is -------- 
a)less than 60 minutes every week                b) less the an hour a day 

c)at least 60 minutes  every day                    d) at least an hour every week  

 

 

 



 

 

8) In order to cope with the increase in demand for treatment, the KHCC has begun an 

expansion programme. Building started in 2011 CE. The hospital will have more than 

doubled its capacity by 2016 CE, increasing space for new cancer cases from 3,500 per 

year to 9,000.By then, they will have added 182 extra beds, along with bigger units for 

different departments, including radiotherapy.  

-The  reason why the hospital needs to expand is to ---------------------. 
a)help patients who live far away from Amman   

b)cope with the increase in demand for treatment 

c)serve patients from other countries  

d)treat both adults and pediatric patients  

 

9) Scientists have successfully invented a prosthetic hand with a sense of touch. It is an 

exciting new invention, which they plan to develop. It is possible that, in the not-too-

distant future, similar artificial arms and legs will have taken the place of today’s 

prosthetic limbs. Dennis Sorensen, a 39-year-old from Denmark, was the first person 

to try out the new invention.  

-What makes the new prosthetic hand special is --------------- 
a)being an artificial hand                                   b) being an exciting new invention 

c)having a sense of touch                                   d) having no sense of touch  

 

10) According to a study by the organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD), students in Japan, Indonesia and South Korea spend the most 

time studying in the world. They want to learn as much as they can to ensure excellent 

exam grades. They go to school for about nine hours, although this includes optional 

after-school tuition and activities. They also spend about three hours on homework 

every day, which is three time as much as many other countries. 

-The students who does more homework on average are students of --------- 

a)s the USA , Japan and Indonesia            b) Japan, Indonesia and South Korea 

c) Jordan, Japan and the USA                 d)Finland , the UK and Indonesia  

 

11) Why was it not successful? 

I worked for a small computer company in Amman. They sent me to China when I was 

quite young. If only the company had realize  that the Chinese respect age and 

experience more than youth! 

-Mr. Ghanem's first trip to China  was not successful because he  --------------. 
a)was very rich                                            b) showed respect to age and experience 

c)was too young                                          d) worked for a large  company  

  

12) First, let’s look at exports. Jordan is rich in potash and phosphate, and the extraction 

industry for these minerals is one of the largest in the world. Not surprisingly, two of 

Jordan's largest exports are chemicals and fertilisers. Pharmaceuticals and other 

industries represent 30% of Jordan’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and 75% of 

Jordan’s pharmaceuticals are exported 

-Many of Jordan's fertilisers are made from  --------------. 
a)pharmaceuticals and phosphate                           b)  phosphate and tourism  



 

c) potash and phosphate                                       d) soil and iron  

VOCABULARY: For questions ( 13 – 25 ) , choose the correct answer from A,B,C,    

or D to complete each of the following sentences. 
13) Information can be ---------- between computers by the floppy disk . 

a)shared                        b)posted           c)contributed           d) monitored  

14) Marwan enjoys using the ------------ because it is small, light and portable. 

a) personal computer       b) mouse          c) whiteboard         d) tablet computer       

15) Researchers say that ----------- people don't make bad lifestyle choices. 

a) beneficial                   b)strenuous           c)obese          d)optimistic  

16) During business meetings , it is not acceptable to --------- as this could cause offence. 

a)ask questions                  b) tell a joke             c)shake hand            d) reputation 

17) It's important to encourage young people and help them develop ---------- . 

a)self-confidence              b) seat belt            c)signs of illness         d) special tests  

18) Many serious diseases can be prevented by ---------------. 

a)ailment                         b) migraine                c) immunisation        d) malaria  

19) Your job -----------  in Medicine or law are excellent. 

a) proficiency                   b)prospects            c) tuition             d) tutorials  

20) I'm not sure if it'll be warm enough to have barbecue. We'll have to keep our chin 

up.  

-The correct color idiom that can replace the underlined misused one is -------. 

a) keep your chin up      b)get cold feet    c) have a head for     d) play it by ear       

21) Zainab listens to music while she is working. It helps her -----------. 

a) diet                              b) revision           c) dehydration       d) concentration  

22) Mr. Shahin is a true ------------,working in all kinds of creative scientific fields. 

a)physician                       b- geometry              c- laboratory         d-polymath  

23) How quickly does blood ------------ round the body? 

a)circulate              b)circulation               c)circulating            d)circulated 

24) Ibn Sina wrote many ------------ textbooks. 

a)medicine                b)medical                c)medicate             d)medically 

25) Is one side of the brain more --------than the other? 

a)dominate           b)domination      c) dominant              d)dominating  

GRAMMAR : For questions ( 26 – 44 ), choose the correct answer from A,B,C or 

D.  
26) I usually ------- computer games every day, but only for one hour. 

a- plays                          b-have been playing                    c- is played             d- play 

27) Salwa was writing an email when her laptop -----------itself off. 

a-    switched           b- switches            c-has switched                    d-had switched    

28) Sami looked really tired. He -------------- for half an hour. 

a-was running              b-had been running        c-has been running     d- are running 

29) If you need to contact me next week , we -------- at a hotel in Aqaba. 

 a) have stayed      b) has been staying     c)will be staying     d) will stay 

30) This time tomorrow , we will be celebrating because we ---------- our exam. 

a-will have finished   b- would finish             c-will finish          d- will be finished 

31) Somebody has found my missing laptop. 

-The correct passive form of the sentence above is : 
a)My missing laptop has been found by someone.       



 

b) My missing laptop was found by someone. 

c)My missing laptop is been found by someone         

d) My missing laptop had been found by someone. 

32) "My father built a new house." 

-The correct reported speech of the sentence above is :                                                                                                            
a)Tahany said that her father has built a  new house.   

b)Tahany said that her father has been building a  new house. 

c)Tahany said that her father had built a new house. 

d)Tahany said that their father had built a new house 

33) I am used to watching cartoon films. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

a)It isn't normal for me to watch cartoon films. 

b)It was normal for me to watch cartoon films. 

c)It had been normal for me to watch cartoon films. 

d)It is normal for me to watch cartoon films. 

34) The person --------------------------------------------------------------. 

a) who has influenced me most is my father. 

b)which has influenced me most is my father. 

c)who is influenced me most has my father 

d)when has influenced me most is my father. 

35) Neither Hani nor Sami are as serious as Rami. This means --------------. 

a-Rami is less serious than Hani and Sami           b-Rami is the least serious 

c-Rami is more serious than Hani and Sami      d-Rami is as serious as Hani and Sami 

36) How much sleep do teenagers of our age need ? 

-The correct indirect question of the one above is : 
a)Do you know how much sleep does teenagers of our age need ? 

b)Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age need ? 

c)Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age needed ? 

d)Do you know how much sleep do teenagers of our age needs ? 

37) They claim that we remember things we hear in our sleep. 

-The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is : 
a) We are claimed remember things we hear in our sleep. 

b)We are claimed remembers things we hear in our sleep. 

c)We are claimed to remember things we hear in our sleep. 

d) We are claimed to remembered  things we hear in our sleep. 

38) Tahany should have been more creative with her poem . 

–The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

a)Tahany wishes she has been more  creative with her poem 

b)Tahany wishes she have been more  creative with her poem 

c)Tahany wishes she had been more  creative with her poem 

d)Tahany wishes she hadn't been more  creative with her poem 

39) She -----------be a teacher , but now she's retired 

a)used to                b) is used to            c)am used to             d)use to  

40) I want to get a tablet , but I can't afford --------- one at the moment. 

a)buying                     b)buy                    c)to buy           d)bought 

41) It was the month of Ramadan -----------Ibn Sina died, in June 1037CE. 



 

a)who                       b)whom                 c)which                      d)when 

42) Ibrahim was right and I was wrong. I wish I -------------to him. 

a)has listened         b)had listened               c)listened                d)listen  

43) I'm tired today because I went to bed ------- than usual last night. 

a) late                     b) latest                           c) later                 d) the latest  

44) Students don't like doing Music and Art --------- they lie doing Maths . 

a)as much                b)as many as                     c) as much as        d) much as  

WRITING :For questions ( 45 – 50 ) choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D. 

45) -The correct punctuated sentence is : 
a)By the end of 2016! My brother had got his degree. 

b)By the end of 2016 .My brother had got his degree! 

c)By the end of 2016 ; My brother had got his degree? 

d)By the end of 2016, My brother had got his degree.  

46) The suitable sentence which represents an introduction in a report is: 
a)The aim of this report is to provide information concerning participation in the arts in 

London, England . 

b)It is important to focus on those who currently do not participate in the arts at all. 

c)I interviewed people between ages of 15 to 50 who live in London 

d)Further research into reasons why people do not enjoy the arts. 

47) The Olympic games often --------- young people to take up a sport. 
a) enspire                   b)inspaire           c) insbire                d) inspire  

48) Students follow a --------- curriculum at the school ---- including subjects such as 

Astronomy and Astrophysics. 

a) tailor-made  / ,                                                   b) tialor- made / , 

c) tailor- made  / :                                                  d) tialer- made / ,  

49) Doctors believe that  drinking a lot of water in hot weather prevents ---------. 

a) dehydration        b) dihydration              c) dehaidration    d) dehydraition  

50)  When two sides disagree and argue , there is a------------------ 

a)cunflict                      b- conflict                 c-  cunflect                d-  conflect 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

41) a 

42) b 

43) b 

44) a 

45) c 

46) b 

47) c 

48) b 

49) c 

50) b 

51) c 

52) c 

53) a 

54) d 

55) d 

56) b 

57) a 

58) c 

59) b 

60) d 

61) d 

62) d 

63) a 

64) b 

65) c 

66) d 

67) a 

68) b 

69) c 

70) a 

71) a 

72) c 

73) d 

74) a 

75) c 

76) b 

77) c 

78) c 

79) a 
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41)d 

42)b 

43)c 

44)c 

45)d 

46)a 
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48)a 

49)a 
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Read the following texts carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer 

all the questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the article.  

1) In the 1940s, technology had develop enough for inventors to make the first 

generation of modern computers. One such model was so large that it needed a 

room that was 167 square metres to accommodate it. During that decade, scientists 

in England developed the first computer program.  

-The first computer program was produced in the-------. 

a) 1970s                           b) 1960s                      c)1940s             d)1950s 

2) As a result of careful planning, the number of healthcare services has been 

increasing rapidly over the past years. More than 800 different kinds of healthcare 

centres have been built as well as 188 dental clinics. In 2012 CE, 98 per cent of 

Jordanian children were fully immunised, thanks to immunisation teams that had 

been working towards this goal for several years. 

-The aim that the immunisation teams had been working towards for several 

years is ---------. 
a)building more than 800 different kinds of healthcare centres     

b)building 188 dental clinics  

c)increasing the number of healthcare services                                 

d)immunising the maximum number of Jordanian children 

 

3) However, recent research shows that less than 50% of the British population 

manages this.  School children are less physically active than they used to be. Girls 

in particular often dislike PE. This can lead to serious health problems 

-Recent research shows that ---------- of British people do not get enough 

exercise. 

a)half                    b) more than half      c) less than half          d) nearly half  

 

4) Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East. This is largely 

due to the country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top priority. 

Advances in education, economic conditions, sanitation, clean water, diet and 

housing have made our community healthier. 

 -Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East because 

of--- 

a)the country’s obligation to making healthcare for all a main concern 

b)the reputation of Jordanian doctors  

c)the careful planning. 

Hani 



 

d)the large number of healthcare services. 

5) In 2010 CE, neuroscientists confirmed that it was possible to communicate with 

some patients in a coma, by using a special brain scanner called an MRI. They 

suggested that, in the future, more meaningful dialogue with patients in a coma 

would be possible. Two years later, it has finally happened.  

- Doctors were able to communicate with  some patients in coma for the first 

time in ---------. 

a) 2010                            b) 2012                        c) 2014                d)2016 

 

6) In Finland, however, students are usually given less than half an hour of homework 

per night, and they attend school for fewer and shorter days than 85% of other 

developed nations. Despite this, they achieve top marks In subjects like Maths and 

Science. In addition, most students also speak at least two, and often three, 

languages fluently.  

-The interesting fact about Finland's fewer and shorter school days is that --- 

a) students often speak more than four languages fluently 

b) students often speak less than three languages fluently            

c) students often speak two  languages fluently 

d) students  often speak more than two languages fluently 

 

7) In England, almost 50% of school leavers go on to higher education. The figure 

has not always been as high as this. Twenty years ago, it was closer to 30%, and 

thirty years before that, it was only about 5%. Another huge change has been 

financial. Before 1998 CE, higher education in the UK was completely free for UK 

citizens.  

-The number of school leavers who go to university in England has greatly 

increased over 50 years by------------. 

a)ten times                 b) fifty times            c) five times             d) three times  

 

8) Do you mind telling me how I should draw up a timetable? 

Look at all the subjects you have to do, and work out when you are going to work 

on each one. It’s a good idea to change the order of the subjects in your timetable 

for each day. Try doing a little English, followed by some Maths, then Biology, 

and so on. This way, by changing the focus of your revision, you keep your mind 

fresh. 

-The benefit of changing the  order of the subjects in one's timetable daily is—

a)keeping the mind fresh                         b)increasing the blood circulation 

c)keeping him a wake                             d)keeping the memory at its best  
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9) Can you tell us about your last meeting in China? 

Of course! I arrived on time. You must not arrive late, as this shows disrespect. 

Then, when I met the company director, I shook hands with him gently. I began the 

meeting by making small talk about my interesting experiences in China. During 

the meeting, I made sure that my voice and body language were calm and 

controlled. I never told a joke, as this may not be translated correctly or could 

cause offence. 

-The behavior that shows disrespect to Chinese business people is -------------. 

a)arriving meetings on time                          b) arriving meetings late  

c)shaking hands gently                                 d) controlling body  language  

 

10) Now let’s look at imports. Unlike some other countries in the Middle East, Jordan 

does  not have large oil or gas reserves. For that reason, Jordan has to import oil 

and gas for its energy needs. Its other main imports are cars, medicines and wheat. 

In 2013 CE, 23.6% of Jordan’s imports were from Saudi Arabia. This was 

followed by the EU, with 17.6% of its imports. Other imports have come from 

China and the United States. 

-The  country that  supplies Jordan with most of its imports is --------------.   
a)China                   b)United States            c)Saudi Arabia       d) India  

 

11) Fatima al-Fihri was the daughter of a wealthy businessman. She used her father’s 

inheritance to build a learning centre in Fez, Morocco. This learning centre became 

Morocco’s top university, and it is where many students from all over the world 

come to study. Moreover, it was Fatima’s sister, Mariam, who supervised the 

building of the Andalus Mosque, which was not far from the learning centre. 

-The underlined word (who) in the text refers to  ---------------. 
a)Fatima's father      b) Fatima       c) Mariam          d) Andalus Mosque 

 

12) Do you know whether it’s best to get up early, or to revise late at night? 

The earlier you start in the morning, the more beneficial your revision will be, 

because that’s when you feel most awake and your memory is at its best. I’d also 

recommend studying for 30-minute periods, and then taking a break. 

- The word which means ( someone's ability to remember things ) in the text is  
a) revision                b) activity             c) memory           d) concentration  

 

VOCABULARY: For questions ( 13 – 25 ) , choose the correct answer from 

A,B,C, or D to complete each of the following sentences. 
13) students can use their  tablets to ------ diagrams and research information. 

a)contribute                     b)record               c) create             d) monitor  

14) Modern computers can run a lot of ------------- at the sane time. 

a)programs                      b)calculations       c)floppy disk         d) models 

15) The system of complementary medicine in which fine needles are inserted in the 

skin is known as ------------. 

a) acupuncture                  b) homeopathy     c)parishioner         d) reputation 
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16) When my grandfather had a heart attack, the doctors attached a special ------- to  

his chest. 

a)monitor                    b) seat belt            c)scanner                d)drug  

17) Wind farms are an example of ------------ energy. 

a)neutral                     b)free                   c)friendly               d)renewable  

18) You should study --------  if you are interested in learning about the legal system. 

a)history                    b)linguistics            c) astronomy         d) law 

19) The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven't done anything yet! You really must 

make a start. The underlined collocation means  ----------. 

a)study                      b) relax                  c) begin                d) change   

20) To combine between her work and study, Salwa will ------ onto online distance 

learning program. 

a)enroll                    b)immerse                 c) revise              d)circulate  

21) Saleem couldn't talk about his -----------, so he didn't do any business deal on his 

first trip to Canada. 

a)extraction             b)agreement             c)reserves                  d)track record  

22) Scholars have discovered an ---------- document from the twelfth century 

a)originate                  b)origin                   c)originally      d)original  

23) Congratulation! Not many people -------- such high mark. 

a)achievement            b)achieve          c) achieved      d)achieving  

24) Before an exam, you must ---------- everything you have learnt.  

a)revision               b)revise             c)revised         d)revising  

25) Congratulation on a very --------------business deal. 

a)succeed               b)  successful            c)success             d)successfully  

GRAMMAR : For questions ( 26 – 44 ), choose the correct answer from A,B,C 

or D.  
26) According to Anita's schedule , she ---------- her relatives in Madaba. 

a)visits               b)would visit     c) is going to visit         d)was going to visit  

27) The Olympic Games often ---------- young people to take up a sport.    

a)are inspired        b)inspire          c)would inspire       d)will inspire 

28) Health experts ---------- about the harmful effects of fast food for years 

a) are warning          b)have been warning     c)  has been warned     d)warn   

29) Sami looks tired because he --------------- for half an hour . 

a) had been running               b) has been running        c) ran        d) will have run 

30) It's three o'clock now, so Miriam's flight------------- at Queen Alia International 

airport. 

 a) will have arrived     b) has been arriving     c) would arrive    d) arrived  

31) By the end of this year , we ------- here for ten years. 

a)  will have lived        b)had been living     c) will be living    d) will live  

32) Perhaps Issa's phone is broken  

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

a)Issa's phone is broken                           b) Issa's phone might be broken 

c)Issa's phone must be broken                  d) Issa's phone was broken  

33) It started raining at 5 a.m..It's 10 a.m., and it is still raining. 
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-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is 
a)It is raining since 5 a.m .                     b) It had been raining since 5 a.m . 

c) it has been raining since 5 a. m.           d) It was raining since 5 a.m .                      

34) It isn't normal for my friend to play chess every weekend. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
a)My friend is used to playing chess every weekend.  

b)My friend didn't use to play chess every weekend.  

c)My friend isn't use to playing chess every weekend.  

d)My friend isn't used to playing chess every weekend.  

35) Al-Kindi is especially famous for his work in geometry. 

- The correct cleft sentence that emphasizes the information in bold in the 

above sentence is ---------. 
  a) It is Al-Kindi who is specially famous for his  work in geometry. 

 b) It is for his work of geometry which Al-Kindi is especially famous .  

 c) It was for his work of geometry which Al-Kindi is especially famous . 

 d) It is for his work of geometry who Al-Kindi is especially famous .  

36) The cheapest thing on the menu is orange juice. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
a) the expensive thing on the menu is orange juice   

b) the most expensive thing on the menu is orange juice   

c) the least expensive thing on the menu is orange juice                    

d) least expensive thing on the menu is orange juice 

37) Can you suggest a healthy breakfast? 

–The correct indirect question of the one above is : 

a)Would you mind suggesting a healthy breakfast                     

b)Would you mind suggested a healthy breakfast      

c)Would you mind if you can suggest a healthy breakfast      

d)Would you mind if can you suggest a healthy breakfast      

38) Sultan forgot to do his Science homework 

–The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

a) If only Sultan doesn't forgot to do his Science homework. 

b) If only Sultan didn't forget  to do his Science homework. 

c)If only Sultan hadn't forgotten to do his Science homework. 

d)If only Sultan had forgotten to do his Science homework. 

39) There are  not -------- people in our class as in yours . 

a)as much              b) much as                       c) less than           d) as many  

40) I didn't enjoy the book. In fact it was - ---------- interesting story I've ever read. 

a)much                      b) least                    c) more                d) the least         

41) It   --------------- that exercise is good for concentration 

a)have proved            b) had proved          c) proved             d) has been proved  

42) We needed warm clothes when we went to London .We ---------- the cold 

weather. 

a)aren't used to      b) weren't used to        c) weren't use to       d) didn't use to  

43) If only I --------- piano lessons when I was child  

a)had  taken                a)have taken             c)was taken          d)haven't taken  

44) The thing ----------- made  the journey unpleasant is the heat 
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a)who                       b)whom                 c)which                      d)where 

WRITING :For questions ( 45 – 50 ) choose the correct answer from A,B,C or 

D. 

45) Students can use ---- media on their computers to help them with their 

studies --- 
a)social    /  .        b) sosial / .       c) sucial / .                          d) socail  / . 

46) Many serious diseases -------------- by immunisation , which helps the body to 

build ------------------. 
a) can prevent /  antebodies                                     b) prevented / antibudies  

c) can be prevented  / antibodies                               d) is preventing / antibodeis 

47) It's / trees / from / amazing / how / seeds  / huge /  grow / tiny  

-The sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is: 
a)It's amazing how trees huge grow from seeds tiny. 

b)It's amazing huge trees  how grow from tiny seeds. 

c)It's amazing how huge trees grow from tiny seeds. 

d)It's amazing how tiny trees grow huge from seeds. 

48) The correct punctuated sentence is : 

a)The article discusses Masdar City; which is an example of a 'megaproject! 

b)The article discusses Masdar City, which is an example of a 'megaproject. 

c)The article discusses Masdar City! which is an example of a 'megaproject! 

d)The article discusses Masdar City: which is an example of a 'megaproject. 

49) Lessons ----- a mixture of small-class tutorials, with projects supervised by 

leading companies in both the space and technology -----------.   

a)have  / industries                                                 b) are  / indastries  

c) are   / industries                                                 d) have / indastries  

50) When you stay calm and take your time, you are being------------. 

a)patient                  b)paitient                c)pateint            b)payteint 
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81) c 

82) d 

83) c 

84) a 

85) b 

86) d 

87) a 

88) a 

89) b 

90) c 

91) c 

92) c 

93) c 

94) a 

95) a 

96) a 

97) d 

98) d 

99) c 

100) a 

101) d 

102) d 

103) c 

104) b 

105) b 

106) c 

107) b 

108) b 

109) b 

110) a 

111) a 

112) b 

113) c 

114) d 

115) b 

116) c 

117) a 

118) c 

119) d 

120) d 

41)d 

42)b 

43)a 

44)c 

45)a 

46)c 

47)c 

48)b 

49)c 

50)a 

 



 

 


